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FIREWORKS

CABINETS,
BANNERS, DUMMY
SAMPLES AND POS
We can help with your display requirements with
display cabinets, banners, dummy samples and other
point of sale material, all available.
Please contact our sales team for full details.

We here at the CT Pyro Group have
brought to you, this amazing new range
of fireworks which incorporates the best
Hazard Type 3 (1.3G) fireworks from all
our ranges in one place, BUT because
this range is packed in superior (pyromesh) packaging it can be stored and
transported as Hazard Type 4 (1.4G)
fireworks, when done so in full cartons.
All the fireworks within this range have
been rigorously tested to ensure that they
comply with the CE Standard BS EN15947
and additional Series 6 testing, to ensure
the packaging complies to the Hazard
Type 4 criterium.
For those retailers and wholesalers with
only Hazard Type 4 licences, this range
will give you access to Hazard Type
3 fireworks and allows you to stock a
broader range of fireworks.

Wall Cabinet & Counter Twin Set
We currently have available a twin set of cabinets
consisting of a wall cabinet that has perspex doors,
internal slat board and 3 shelves.
The counter cabinet has a glass top and display area
and below a storage cupboard. Both wall cabinet and
counter cabinet come fully assembled, delivered to
your premises, with one of each on a pallet.
Please contact our sales team
for full details.

Wall Cabinet
Width 1000 mm
Depth 400 mm
Height 1800 mm
3 Shelves
Internal Slat Board

TWIN

BURST

For information about this range do not
hesitate in contacting us.

Note: This packaging does contain metal
cages and hence may have sharp edges
in certain places, therefore we advise
you to wear the appropriate PPE when
opening the cartons within this range.
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Counter
Width 1000 mm
Depth 500 mm
Height 870 mm

20610 STAR FIGHTER ROCKET PACK

20618 SPACE HAWK ROCKET PACK

4 Rockets to a PVC Bag and Header.
14 Packs to a Carton.

5 Rockets to a PVC Bag and Header.
6 Packs to a Carton.

A pack of 4 twin bursting rockets with effects that
include red, green, gold or assorted coloured
palms followed by silver or green strobe with
crackling stars.

A pack of 5 rockets, these mid-sized rockets
pack a big punch, with excellent effects and
breath taking colours.

£17.00 PER PACK

£38.00 PER PACK
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TWIN

BURST
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TWIN

BURST

6359 THUNDER HAWK ROCKET PACK

6361 THUNDER HAWK 2 ROCKET PACK

20620 SPACE VIPERS ROCKET PACK

10305 BLACK GEMINI ROCKET PACK

5 Rockets to a PVC Bag and Header.
6 Packs to a Carton.

5 Rockets to a PVC Bag and Header.
6 Packs to a Carton.

5 Rockets to a PVC Bag and Header.
6 Packs to a Carton.

9 Rockets to a PVC Bag and Header.
6 Packs to a Carton.

These rockets offer breath taking effects and will
prove to be the star of any bonfire party.

These rockets offer breath taking effects and
will prove to be the star of any bonfire party
and now they are twin burst.

A pack of 5 five large twin bursting rockets which
consist of assorted dahlia effects, green coco or
red wave effects with rain, chrysanthemum and
crackling starbursts.

There’s been many copies, but the Cosmic team
has brought the original power house back and
its better than ever with even bigger starburst
which include combinations willow,
brocade, glittering and crackling effects.

£39.99 PER PACK

£42.99 PER PACK

£43.00 PER PACK

£58.00 PER PACK
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10308 CYBER ASSAULT ROCKET PACK

20642 STAR ENFORCER ROCKET PACK

10325 DEATH STAR SINGLE LARGE ROCKETS

5XL Rockets to a PVC Bag and Header.
4 Packs to a Carton.

30 Rockets to a PVC Bag and Header.
4 Packs to a Carton.

1 Rockets per pack (4 varients)
8 Packs to a Carton.

A pack of 5 rockets of two sizes with effects that
include green glittering bursts with red dahlia
stars, brocade crown effects, colourful peonies,
red wave effects with crackle and brocade
effects with red glittering stars.

OUR BIGGEST ROCKET PACK within this range
and yes, they are 1.3G! These rockets pack a
massive punch, so be sure to reserve yours
early and avoid any disappointment.

The daddy of rockets is here with four varieties. These include
assorted peony bursts with crackling star, green glittering willows
bursts with popping flower effects, golden brocade bursts with red
glittering stars and red & green willows with white glittering.

£89.00 PER PACK

£35.00 EACH

£74.00 PER PACK
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36 S

20 S

HOT

HOT

OT

11 SH
10340 MEGA ROCKET
DISPLAY PACK
38 Rockets per pack
1 Pack to a Carton.
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A pre-packed display pack which incorporates
some of the best 1.3G Cosmic Fireworks rocket
packs in one unit of sale. Simply take this carton
home and experience the wonderous effects
this display pack holds inside, a most have
display pack for any bonfire party.

£278.00 PER PACK

HOT

36 S
20751 MOTHER OF THUNDER
DISPLAY PACK
4 Fireworks to a Pack.
3 Pieces to a Carton.

Get any party rocking with this 1.3G display pack with
magnificent and thunderous effects. A guaranteed winner.

£100.00 PER PACK
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20783 END OF DAYS
56 SHOT CAKE
4 Pieces to a Carton.

20720 GOD OF THUNDER
20 SHOT CAKE
12 Pieces to a Carton.
20 shot cake ejecting loud
titanium starbursts with red and
green stars.

£17.00 PER ITEM

A dynamic 56 shot, 1.3G cake
ejecting burst of red stars with
silver strobe, lemon time rain,
ti-gold palms with blue stars,
green stars with red strobe,
blue stars with gold strobe,
crackling brocade crowns,
crackling willows with red
strobe, and golden chrysanthemums with blue stars.

56 S

£60.00 PER ITEM

20 S

HOT

HOT

4112 FOOT SOLDIER
48 SHOT CAKE

20751 SUPER NOVA
19 SHOT CAKE

3 Pieces to a Carton.

6 Pieces to a Carton.
A 1.3G 19 shot cake ejecting
red, green or yellow tails
that burst with large bursts
of red, green or yellow palm
chrysanthemum effects.

£34.00 PER ITEM

OT

19 SH
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A 48 shot cake with effect; gold
comet flowers with blue star; red
star with white strobe; brocade
crown with green strobe; gold
willow with blue star gold strobe;
red lemon purple star with silver
chrysanthemum; red star with
crackling willow; crackling willow
with red green blue star and gold
willow with brocade crown.

£64.99 PER ITEM

OT

H
48 S
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4122 CLUSTER BOMB
60 SHOT CAKE
1 Piece to a Carton.
This firework would be a great way to
star any party, 60 Shots that provide
an array of colour and noise.

HOT

42 S

£99.99 PER ITEM

6391 KING KONG
36 & 42 SHOT COMPOUND CAKES
1 Piece to a Carton.
King Kong is a 2 cake compound, an
unrivalled finale firework.

HOT

36 S

£114.99 PER ITEM

4113 THE GODFATHER
36 & 42 SHOT
COMPOUND CAKES
1 Piece to a Carton.
The Godfather 1 36 Shot with
following effects: flower crown with
green strobe, brocade crown to red to
green with white strobe, peach purple
star with green strobe, brocade crown
to blue with green strobe, titanium
gold coconut with blue star & brocade
crown with crackling with red star.
The Godfather 2 42 Shot with
following effects: red tail to gold willow
to purple with green strobe, silver tail
to brocade crown, blue tail to orange
star with green strobe, red tail to
yellow time rain coconut with green
strobe, red green mine with silver
spinner & red tail to brocade crown
with white strobe with red green blue.

£114.99 PER ITEM
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10575 ARMAGEDDON II
55 SHOT CAKE
2 Pieces to a Carton.

HOT

42 S

Get the party started with this
55 shot, 1.3G thunderous cake
as it ejects bursts of pure colour
and noise.

36 S

HOT

£115.00 PER ITEM

OT

H
55 S
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INFORMATION ON THE STORAGE AND SALE OF FIREWORKS
BRITISH STANDARDS

PREVENTION OF UNDERAGE SALES

All CT Pyro Group Ltd fireworks offered for sale are tested to
comply with BS EN15947 CE.

A statutory notice, relating to the illegality of sales to and
possession of fireworks by under18’s must be displayed in
full view of the buying public. This notice may be obtained
from either your supplier of from your local authority.

VALUE ADDED TAX
All trade prices quoted are exclusive of VAT. All
recommended retail prices include VAT at 20%. Should
the VAT rate change, the retail prices will be amended
accordingly.
PLEASE NOTE
Prices shown were fixed at January 2020 and will be
maintained unless dramatic increases in material costs occur.
All goods are offered subject to availability. We reserve the
right to vary contents of all selections and packs.
LICENCED STORAGE
Before the purchase of fireworks, you are required under
the Explosives Regulations 2014 to licence your premises.
Licensing fees can be obtained from your local issuing
authority.
CT Pyro Group Ltd must see a copy of a valid licence before
any deliveries can be made to the licenced premises.
WEIGHT LIMITATIONS
The storing of any explosives is controlled by the Explosives
Regulations 2014. These Regulations require any person
storing explosives to hold a licence. Local Authorities are
responsible for issuing licences for the storage of amounts
up to 2000kg Nett Explosive Mass (NEM). For greater
quantities, a licence is required from the HSE.
The premises, surroundings and separation distances that
you are able to achieve at the storage location will have an
effect on the total quantity you will be permitted to store.
You should not automatically assume that your shop is
suitable to store the maximum amount.
The maximum amount of HT4 that may be stored without
the need for separation distances is 250kg NEM. The
maximum amount of HT3 that may be stored without the
need for separation distances is 25kg NEM.
When storing a mixture of HT3 (1.3G) and HT4 (1.4G)
fireworks in a single store, the total resulting NEM is
determined to be all HT3. You should always review your
storage licence prior to purchasing HT3 fireworks to ensure
your storage capacity and safety distances are not exceeded.
FIREWORK REGULATIONS
The Explosives Regulations permits the sale of fireworks
during the following periods only.
November 5 - (from 15th October to 10th November)
New Year - (from December 26th to 31st)
Chinese New Year - (on the first day of the Chinese New Year
and the 3 days immediately preceding it)
Diwali - (on the day of Diwali and the 3 days immediately
preceding it)
Should you wish to sell fireworks outside of these periods
then an additional licence to sell fireworks will be required
from your local authority (£500)

It is now illegal to supply a firework which has a decibel level
of over 120dB A-Imax. CT Pyro Group Ltd is committed to
supplying only fireworks below this level.
In the unlikely event of a retailer selling a quantity of
fireworks in the excess of 50kg NEM to any one purchaser,
a record must be kept of the name and address of the
purchaser, plus the weight of the consignment.

THE BFA FIREWORK CODE
l Always buy from a LICENCED retailer.
l Do not buy fireworks from UNLICENCED sellers on
Facebook/Ebay/Gumtree/Amazon. These may not be safe.
l Only buy fireworks marked CE (BSEN 15947 ).
l Always keep fireworks in a closed box. Take them out one
at a time and close the box.
l Never put fireworks in your pocket.
l Let your neighbours know you will be having a
small display. You can use social media groups to get that
message across.
l Avoid setting fireworks off late at night, particularly if it is
a school-night.
l Do not set fireworks off in the street or other public places;
it is against the law.
l Never throw fireworks; it is dangerous.
l Be considerate to your neighbours, especially if they have
pets or small children.
l Keep pets indoors.
l Do not light fireworks under the influence of alcohol.
l Never fool around with fireworks.
l Light fireworks one at a time at arm’s length, at the end of
the fuse, using a safety firework lighter or fuse wick.
l Light sparklers one at a time and wear gloves, even when
lighting them.
l Never give sparklers to a child under the age of 5.
l Ideally you should never go back to a lit firework.
However, some of the new CE fireworks do come with a
dual fuse option. Please read and follow these instructions
VERY carefully.
l Never throw spent fireworks on a bonfire.
STAY SAFE, BE CONSIDERATE,
AND DON’T BECOME A NUISANCE.

